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Game Name:

SOULS

Game Genre:

Visual Novel

Story:

At the time of the fall of a year, a rumor was circulated in the school campus without knowing the reason why – The monster
who was named Human Snake was found in an abandoned reservoir. The starring actor (The Boy), who would like to investigate
what was going on, went to the reservoir for adventure. Eventually he met the monster. Since then, the boy has developed a very

wonderful relationship with the monster. The relationship was neither friendship, family members nor master and pets types.
What exactly is the real body of the Human Snake? What will be the impacts on the Boy? With the story moving forward,

unexplainable incidents were happened in the school campus. All of the incidents were interrelated between the Boy and the
monster. What is the truth beneath? The story starts…

Original Soundtrack by:

Tang Ho Ling

Additional Music by:

Reg@Daybreak EcLipse
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Title: SOULS
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team Fork
Publisher:
Team Fork
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: window VISTA(32/64bit)

Processor: Pentium4 1.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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Even though it was free.... it wasn't even worth the time to play it. The voice acting is terrible, and the game itself is also equally
lacking in plot and gameplay.. Finally normal skin for Nomad. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming
Reviews." I have the most organized and extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my
recommendations: http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Think side-scrolling shooter like the classic R-Type, but with an odd "trying to utilize aspects of what makes
Cuphead great" that results in unintended hilariousness. A strange, but OK experience.
. I was told the game was bad going into it, but it was far worse than I imagined. I played Mystery of the Druids through to
completion, because it was so terrible it wrapped around to interesting. This I couldn't stand to play more than 20 mins of.. I
don't consider myself a connoisseur of the romantic visual novel sub-genre by any means, but I will say that Border of her Heart
has going for it a particularly interesting and as far as I'm aware unique concept that places you in the role of a border security
guard deciding who to let in to town and who to turn away. Your decisions in that regard impact what events happen and which
characters you can potentially romance.

In short this is a romantic visual novel with legitimate and compelling choices and though short has more than enough replay
value to justify the $1.00 price.

If you want more info check out my  First Look Video. Spooky! >:O
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very frustrating game.... but at least the landscapes are pretty.. Tried using this with Portal 2 and it just crashes. $40 wasted.. I
don't like writing reviews about how bad a game is. I usually try to find the positive in any game I play. This game has the
potential to be a good, decent budget racing game but with the current problems it has at the moment keep it from being that.
First off its a simulation game that thinks its a arcade racer at times. I played this with a PC controller that’s shaped like a Xbox
controller and a wired Xbox One controller. And with both controllers the steering is a little too sensitive at low speed. Even
with a car fully upgraded its still real sensitive. No matter which car it was it would want to run off the road with just a slight
push. Speaking of off road, when did dirt and grass feels like driving on ice? The road itself the game is fine. But once you go
off-road, it feels like you're taking your car with street tires onto a frozen lake. There’s absolutely no traction at all once you're
off the road. Even with one of the tracks having what looks like short cuts, they offer no traction at all. So its best just to stay to
the road. The AI in this game are as smart as a box of rocks. Starting with the first race all the way to the end, the AI makes
some REALLY dumb mistakes. Almost all the time one of the 3 AI in a race will just swerve itself into a wreck and the other 2
will wreck each other while you cruise to a win. This happens in all the Sprint, Race, Knockout, and Escape. And don't expect
the AI get wreck by the cars on the track. They just drive through every single one that isn't a race AI or you. But don't expect
yourself to run through them because most of the time if you even tap a car, it would almost put you in a dead stop. That’s right,
you can be doing 160 and tap a car and you're down to 0. As for the race types, you have the 4 I have mention, you also have
Stunt Trial (which appears 1 time) and Lap Record (Time Trial). So you have a good set of race types for the 5 levels in the
game. For each level you have 4 races you have to do but you have to complete 4 objectives to compete against the boss of the
level. So for the 5 level its rinse and repeat 5 times. And for the simulation part, you have a level system that gives you
"upgrades" to nitro and special cars. I never noticed any nitro upgrades and the special cars are nice till you hit the level 10 bug.
Then you will get the level 10 car over and over and over after every race. And with no option to sell cars in the game, you are
stuck with a lot of the level 10 cars. The game is imbalance in a way that I took the first car you get, upgraded all the way, and
won races all the way up to level 5. They game isn't worth the price they want for it in its current state. But with some work and
some spit shine, this could become a decent budget racer.. great game, dead servers, pity.. Fun dungeon-crawler with randomly
generated dungeons and a few rpg elements. It has a good variety of enemies which have different weeknesses and strengths and
you can unlock and play 4 different characters each with their own passive and active skills. The game is easy to learn but at
times it will get on your nerves. Worth the buy and the price is good for its content.. 50\/10 Would knock a a skull backwards
into my own goal while it laughs at me again.. So far so good! I bought this game for $9 as a "risky investment" (not that risky),
with only four reviews and only one chapter out. This is a one of a kind game (so far) and I'm excited to see where it goes. I
don't review a lot, but I really think people should give this story a chance and fund the devs. There's obviously a lot of care and
creativity and I highly appreciate it. I can't wait for the next chapter release!

Save 66% on Statues. Last 2 Days!:
Offer ends Monday at 10am Pacific Time.. Movement Speed Option Added:
The update v1.0.0.3 can be downloaded right now.
For this version the movement speed can now be changed at any time, on "Options" and "Pause" menus. By default it's on
"Normal" speed, and you can change for "Slow" (-1/2 movement speed) or "Fast" (+3x movement speed).

Thank you guys for your feedbacks and support :). Build 7 - Multiplayer, Halloween & More:

Multiplayer (Online Co-op). v1.14 (8th Januar):
Changelog:

 CUR AI improved (it no longer destroys its impulse receivers with massive overloading and builds them in a better
way).

 Building area for Ixir powerplant now looks better.

 Fixed a bug, which would cause a freeze when you play 2 singleplayer games in a row, with the second game having less
AI players than the first.

 CUR Virus special ability is now only allowed on military units and structures.

I know this is a small patch, but there will soon be another patch for some more map reworks and improving the Ixir AI.. 
REALM out on Mac OS X:
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REALM is finally released on Mac!

I have tested it on the following machine:

OS: OS X Yosemite 10.10.5
Processor: 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5
Memory: 12 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000 512 MB
Storage: 2 GB available space

This is the absolute minimum system requirements.
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Enjoy! 

I have also done som re-branding (new Launcher Logo + Main Menu).
And a few other small things.

.

. Raise Your Own Clone and The Dope Game Updates and Streams:
Well, with the days moving along and still slogging through some of the Steamworks stuff, we had to make some decisions on
our proposed release dates. Raise Your Own Clone will get held back two more short weeks and The Dope Game update will be
out on time. Read on!

The Dope Game
We are pushing ahead and releasing "The Doped" update out on August 15th as planned since that content is all ready to go.
This update finally adds Dr. Stansfield's cloning lab from Raise Your Own Clone as the stash house, adds in a bunch of stuff
with the Old Lady, and even more little bits and pieces we talked about previously.

Raise Your Own Clone
Yep, our long delayed game is getting two more weeks treatment. Why? Well, there is a lot of stuff on the backend of Steam
that needs to be done and we have almost all of it. But there are some pieces we may not get through at the last minute and miss
the 15th anyway.

Plus we are adding some more polish to story one. We changed a LOT of stuff in this game, even though it is a text adventure.
If you ever played the original version that came out last year you will know what we mean when we unveil this new one.

Also, more information on the episodic release, the game will launch with story one and the release story two on October 1st,
story three on November 1st, and finally story four on December 1st. Since all the structures and assets are in place already this
will be a pretty solid release schedule.

Streams
We will be streaming the new Dope Game update the day of release on our Twitch account. And, finally, when Raise Your Own
Clone comes out, we will stream a little of that.

That's it for now!. Patch 1.16 - Chariot Races + New Crowd + Throwing:
Hi Guys!

This update brings a completely new game mode: Chariot races! I also improved the crowd in the blood arena (3d!) and
throwing has improved a lot too.

You have the complete list of improvements below:

New game mode! Chariot races. Call of War is available for everyone!:
Dear players,

Call of War is now available for everyone and no key is required anymore. Simply go to the product page and add it to
your Library to start playing.

Every new player receives an exclusive Steam gift from us: A Starter pack with 20,000 Gold and 2 Month of High
Command status which will be available until the end of December.

We wish you good luck on the battlefield and thank you all for your ongoing support!

Your Call of War Team
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. Join the Riolu's XD Race on Friday 15th June at 20:00 CEST!:
https://youtu.be/f5IstCYNdjA
Riolu's XD Race is returning! Be prepared to join the Race on Friday 15th June at 20:00 CEST!
More details on the Youtube trailer!

GL and HF!. Playism’s 7th Anniversary Sales!:
Playism is celebrating its 7th Anniversary this year, and we are kicking off this week with a publisher sale on Steam!

See all the exciting titles on Sale

Today we have set GOCCO OF WAR on sale for 50% off!

Welcome to Gocco Studio Japan, a futuristic playground where kids come together to play make-believe war —
a tradition started almost a hundred years ago. Up to 32 people can join a lobby, and up to 8 players can join up
to take on quests.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/346730

To celebrate our 7th Anniversary, we have also released 7 exciting announcements which you can check out on our blog:
Playism’s 7th Anniversary Brings 7 Announcements![blog.playism-games.com]

Check out all the Playism Anniversary Sales here:
https://blog.playism-games.com/playism-publisher-steam-sale-2018/

Join our Steam Group for all our latest updates:
The Playism Steam Group

Follow our Curator Page where we recommend our favourite indie titles across Steam:
PLAYISM Selection
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